Rowen

For Rowen, designer Brian Graham
took inspiration from architecture
and landscapes to create a graceful,
inviting form that evokes a sense
of beauty and peace without
sacrificing warmth.

People need environments that
calm and inspire, and Rowen helps
create those spaces. The thin, faceted
legs create a sense of lightness and
poise, while the softer shapes of the
cushions provide comfort.
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Bringing the
comfort of home
The most enduring pieces of
furniture don’t just inspire
people, they also support them.
The relaxed posture of Rowen
gives it the versatility to create
sophistication in diverse settings.

Crafting intentional details
In order to achieve a classic tufted
cushion, we created leather buttons
in the shape of a diamond. This shape
references the rotated angle of the
faceted metal legs. Similarly, the strong
grain of the ash legs introduces a
natural texture to this modern piece.
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Rowen

Features
• Plywood/hardwood frame
• Sinuous springs in seat
• Fully upholstered
• Square steel powder coated leg
• Veneer, laminate, or solid surface table top
(83242/83342/83149/83249)

Options
• Diamond shaped leather button
• Round turned post wood leg with
optional ferrule
• Arm and back location L/R
• Power (83242/83342/83149/83249)
• Ganging

Full product information
View or download the online price list
for complete specification information
and statement of line.

Statement of line

Chair
83041
w33.5" d29.75" h28.75"

Chair, single arm
83141
w30" d30" h28.75"

Chair, armless
83441
w26" d30" h28.75"

Loveseat
83042
w58.5" d29.75" h28.75"

Loveseat, single arm
83142
w54.75" d29.75" h28.75"

Loveseat, armless
83442
w52" d29.75" h28.75"

Loveseat, single arm, table
83342
w85.5" d29.75" h28.75"

Sofa
83043
w84" d29.75" h28.75"

Sofa, single arm
83143
w81" d29.75" h28.75"

Sofa, armless
83443
w77" d29.75" h28.75"

Sofa, single arm, full cushion Sofa, armless, full cushion
83343
83243
w86" d30" h28.75"
w82.5" d30" h28.75"

Double bench
83049
w48" d24" h17.5"

Triple bench
83040
w72" d24" h17.5"

Double bench, table
83149
w71" d24" h17.5"

Double bench, center table
83249
w72" d24" h17.5"

Corner unit, armless
83045
w30.5" d30.5" h28.75"

Chaise, single arm
83046
w29.25" d58.25" h28.75"

Furniture designer Brian Graham actually
began his career in interior design after
graduating from California State University,
Long Beach. Drawing from this background
and a deep respect for design history, Brian
is best known for his wooden casegoods

Loveseat, armless, table
83242
w82" d29.75" h28.75"

and elegant seating designs. After creating
Graham Design in San Francisco in 1999,
Brian has employed a comprehensive
approach to the design, development, and
marketing of furniture, accessories, lighting,
and related products.
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